Science of Success

Five steps to
the perfect
meeting
How businesses can
improve meeting
experiences

Introduction
Making meetings matter again
Meetings have had a bad reputation for a long time. At
some point in the 20th century, they went from being
something everyone wanted to be in (because important
people were always invited to meetings), to experiences
most people wanted to avoid. Today, meetings are often
seen by many (if not most people) as inconvenient
distractions, and their very mention can
induce
exasperation and eye-rolling apathy.
Nevertheless, companies can’t function without the
productive exchange of ideas, and collaboration remains
integral to business success. Meetings, in some form, are
entirely necessary. So, here at Barco, we decided to find
out why meetings have fallen out of favor – and what
businesses can do to reclaim their usefulness.
We joined forces with Circle Research to survey nearly
3,000 white-collar workers in Europe, the Pacific, the
US, China and India. Our sample of workers were aged
between 21 and 65 and were employed across a range of
organisation sizes, industries, job seniority and roles.
We identified five reasons why workers find it hard to get
the most out of meetings, and why the format can so
often prove to be an inefficient use of company time. In
this white paper we explore these areas and offer tangible
ways for businesses to re-engage their workers, and make
meetings matter again.

People who enjoy
meetings should not be in
charge of anything.
Thomas Sowell –
Hoover Institution,
Stanford University
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Chapter one
Why are we here
“What am I doing here?” It may be an existential question,
but – as we sit in meetings thinking about what we should
be doing instead – it’s one that many of us find ourselves
asking a lot. In fact, the reasons for meetings and their
relevance to attendees is the research area that garnered
the strongest reaction from our respondents, and the
highest levels of agreement.
It’s understandable. The most important aspect of any
meeting should be the reason for calling it, and for
choosing the people you want to attend. Yet, over half of
the people we asked (51%) said they were often asked to
attend meetings which turned out to be irrelevant to them.
And nearly half (48%) said it’s often unclear to them
what they are there to achieve, a statistic which rises to a
staggering 61% among the C-suite. That’s nearly two-thirds
of a company’s highest-paid executives who perceive
themselves to be misusing their time – which tells us a lot
about the reasons meetings are often viewed with
suspicion.

If you had to identify, in
one word, the reason why
the human race has not
achieved, and never will
achieve, its full potential,
that word would be
‘meetings’.
Dave Barry –
journalist and columnist
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To top it all, our research also revealed that, when meeting
objectives are known, on average only 30% of time is
actually spent working towards them. This is below 30% in
the UK, USA and India.
So, not only are people invited to meetings they don’t
need to attend, but meetings are either being used to
work out objectives, or objectives – when they exist – are
not adhered to.

How employees use time in meetings:

11%

Waiting for
someone
running late
to arrive

7%

Reviewing meeting
succes

30%

Working towards
meeting objectives

India 24%
USA 29%

12%

UK 29%

Setting up
technology

Germany 30%
Australia 32%

14%

13%

Exchanging
pleasantries/
making small
telk

Discussing next
steps

13%

Discussing topics
that are not part
of the meeting
objectives

France 33%
Japan 35%
China 36%

Step one
Give meetings reason and relevance
So, what can companies do about the sorry state
meetings find themselves in? It may seem like an obvious
point, but our research suggests it needs calling out:
every meeting needs a clear objective, preferably one
that’s articulated beforehand, or at least made clear
at the very beginning.
If everyone is clear on what they are working towards,
then they will also be clear on whether or not they can
contribute. If the meeting has no objective, finding an
objective should not be the reason for the meeting.
Businesses could take a leaf out of Mark Zuckerberg’s
book here. The Facebook CEO reportedly asks his
managers to consider the point of each meeting.
“Is it to make a decision or to have a discussion?”
If it’s to have a discussion, is a meeting the right forum?

Decision or
discussion?
Objectives
matter
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Our research also points to a culture issue. People feel like
their time is being wasted, but they are unwilling to speak
up or question the reasons for their attendance. It’s just
the way things have always been.
This needs to be tackled. The best way to do that is for
mid-level and senior managers to lead by example. In fact,
the C-suite and directors told us directly in the research
what needs to happen: if meetings aren’t working, stop
them.
These steps may seem extreme to some, but following
them should ensure that meetings have meaning, people’s
time is not wasted, and everyone has a reason to be there.

How employees use time in meetings:

75

%

61

%

52

%

Meetings should have one clear
objective, and the meeting should
end as soon as it is achieved.

If it is clear that the meeting
objective cannot be achieved,
end the meeting immediately

People should walk out of
meetings if they find them
irrelevant.

India = 86%
C-suite/directors = 80%

C-suite/directors = 74%

US = 45
C-suite/directors = 67%

If meetings
aren’t working,
stop them
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Chapter two
Do we need another meeting?
Ever heard someone say, “my day was eaten by meetings”?
Our research indicates it’s a common occurrence. More than
one in ten of our respondents said that they attend over twenty
meetings a week. And 26% said they attend 10 to 19 meetings
per week. The overall average is ten meetings. Meanwhile,
a majority of employees think meetings should be shorter –
with this figure being as high as 65% in Japan.

Meetings should be shorter
Meetings should be: Shorter Longer
Total

57%

16%

Japan

65%

9%

China

62%

15%

France

60%

12%

Germany

58%

10%

USA

54%

19%

Australia

53%

14%

UK

53%

14%

India

53%

22%

So, how long do meetings tend to be? The data shows that the
average meeting lasts 48 minutes. But the most telling
statistic we found was that 58% of respondents schedule
hour-long meetings because that’s the standard timeslot
in their meeting booking tool. Which begs the question:
how much time is being wasted by letting meetings roll
on, purely because the space has been booked for an
hour? Could employees be making better use of this time
to work on that vital presentation, for example, or to
prepare for that sales pitch?

The average meeting lasts 48 minutes
Average meeting time 48 mins

0 mins

0 - 30 mins

60 - 120 mins

36%

17%

30

60

90

120

58% schedules one-hour-long meetings
simply because it is the standard timeslot
in their calendar/meeting booking tool

21 minutes
= the perfect
length for a
meeting

It’s also worth extrapolating these numbers. If a person is
attending on average 10 meetings a week, each lasting 48
minutes, that’s one full working day given to meetings every
week. In many companies, meetings don’t contribute to
productivity timesheets, so that’s one ‘extra’ day that needs
to be found. No wonder people feel frustrated by the number
of meetings they’re asked to attend.
Yet we know that meetings in some form are valuable. And
we also know that, according to our research, 44% of the
time spent in them is worthwhile – 30% of time is working
towards the meeting’s objectives, and an additional 14% is
agreeing next steps. So, what is the perfect meeting length?
Based on our research, if we cut out the unnecessary time
spent in meetings, we’re left with 21 minutes.
A 21-minute meeting. That’s what people should be
aiming for.
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Step two
Hold fewer and shorter meetings
It’s no surprise then that people want fewer, more streamlined meetings. The
challenge is with changing company cultures so that people get what they
want, and the meetings that do take place are more useful and productive.
Reviewing the value of recurring, weekly catch-ups in the diary, is a proactive
first step businesses can take. Do these scheduled events result in everyone
taking actions away? If not, are they necessary? Many work processes don’t
follow predictable patterns, so using a more agile meeting-room-booking tool
– which allows people to book the time they actually need, when they need
it – may well be more useful than relying on an arbitrary booking slot.
Secondly, when it comes to the number of attendees, less is more. Only the key
decision makers should be involved. Or, to put it another way, only those who
are likely to take away or allocate actions need attend.
If decision-making processes are more egalitarian, meeting-holders can
canvas wider opinions beforehand via email to cut down on discussion time.
Collaboration is best when it’s spontaneous and informal, so cutting down
on formal meeting time and incorporating huddle spaces also encourages
impromptu collaboration in more efficient, smaller groups.
Finally, it’s worth assigning meeting roles and fixed-agenda items. Our research
showed that most people found roles such as chairperson, timekeeper and
note-taker to be useful – but that time needn’t be wasted at the start of a
meeting assigning these roles. These roles should be designated and
communicated beforehand.
Similarly, time can be saved by removing fixed, recurring agenda items that
aren’t adding any value. For example, there’s no need for a retrospective review
to discuss what went well or badly in a half-hour meeting you’re still sitting in.
Meetings should be springboards, not sinkholes. Constructive opinions can be
pooled, logged and communicated after the event.

Rather than scheduling
long meetings,
encourage spontaneous
collaboration
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Chapter three
We’ll bring our own devides
When it comes to collaboration, technology is seen as
the great enabler. And rightly so. The huge rise in remote
working over the past ten years has only been made
possible by conferencing and collaboration technologies,
together with instant messaging software. Meanwhile, inroom technologies have made screen-sharing quicker,
easier and more effective.
However, as we all know, technology is only a great
enabler when it works. When it doesn’t, it’s a barrier to
productivity that can end up wasting valuable time. Our
research showed that a worrying number of employees
experience regular downtime. In fact, when it comes to
meetings, on average 12% of the time is spent on trying to
set up or connect to technology.
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This figure is borne out by the way our respondents
evaluated the questions about the technology provided
by their employer. The majority – nearly three quarters
– referred to it as inconvenient. This explains why
employees are turning to their own devices to facilitate
sharing and conferencing. 57% said they used their own
device at work, with speed and ease-of-use being the
main drivers. This figure climbs to 66% among millennials.
This, of course, represents a security problem that
businesses need to face. How many employees are
conducting commercially sensitive tasks or accessing
the company network on tech that is not protected by
corporate security policies?

Employees use their own technology to ...

Cummunicate with colleagues 48%
Small
40%
(50-99)

Cummunicate with customers 41%
Share work documents 38%
Create/edit work documents 38%

India = 56%

Medium
(100-999) 47%
Large
(1000+) 50%

Cummunicate with suppliers 34%
Use cloud file storage 33%
Use time management tools 30%
Use analystic tools 30%
Acces work systems 30%
Use resource planning tools 26%
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Step three
Make secure sharing a habit
Whether it’s connecting to the audio when working
remotely, or screen sharing during on-site meetings,
businesses need to choose technology that is intuitive,
simple to use and reliable. That way, meetings can start
on time and finish earlier. And companies will be taking
steps to actively protect themselves.
Think of it this way. With 37% of our respondents saying
they would use whatever tech is necessary to be able
to work productively, regardless of whether or not it is
secure, it’s clear that a lack of investment in sharing and
conferencing technology equates to an increased security
risk.
On the other hand, investing in technology and tools that
people want to use, and which easily become their default
choice (even on their own devices), directly counters the
threats inherent in the bring-your-own-device (BYOD)
trend. By staying technically up to date, everyone benefits

Invest in sharing and
conferencing technology
that people want to use
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Chapter four
Where are we going
These days, people work everywhere and anywhere.
Go into a coffee shop or board a train and you’ll see
people on devices making the most of their time to stay
productive. Much of this liberating rise in remote working
has been enabled by conferencing, messaging and sharing
technologies that allow people to stay in touch with their
colleagues, wherever they are.

Locations where employees work remotely

At home 50%
Customer/supplier premises 35%
Coffee shops 27%
On-site canteen 26%
Outside 24%
Public transport 23%
Restaurants 22%
Hotels 19%
Public libraries 19%
Airports 15%
Abroad 14%

Work-related spaces
Public spaces
Travel-related spaces
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This doesn’t mean that we’re heading towards a future
where the traditional, bricks-and-mortar workplace will
be obsolete. It seems people want the flexibility to work
remotely when it suits them, but they still want to go to
work, and to collaborate with others under one roof. Our
respondents were very clear about this, across all age
groups. Millennials, for example, were 78% likely to want
a fixed place called ‘work’ to go to every day, with nonmillennials not far behind at 75%.

Employees still want a fixed base to call ‘work’

I want to work from:

A fixed place moest days Different places day-to-day

Total

76%

20%

Millenials

78%

20%

Non-millenials

75%

21%

France

59%

38%

The latest generation in the
workplace want the office to
remain a feature

French employees are much more likely
to be happy to quit the office

So, far from being a place that employers can afford to
de-prioritize or scale back, the ‘office’ should be a place
that businesses continue to invest in. Increasingly, the
office is seen by employees as a collaboration hub, a
kind of ‘productivity HQ’. And, as technology evolves, the
digitally-native workforce will expect access to the very
latest in collaboration tools while they’re there.
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Our research shows that this is already happening, with
70% of respondents saying voice-recognition systems
should be used to make meetings more interactive and
efficient. Meanwhile 67% think transformative technologies
such as augmented reality (AR) technologies will improve
meetings, and 68% say the same of virtual reality (VR).
Most tellingly though, more than one in three workers expect
VR to become a major collaboration tool within the next
five years. Professionals in the fields of design, architecture,
engineering and construction are already using VR to
review models together in a virtual space (check out
InsiteVR). And VR has tremendous potential to bring added
value to meetings in other industries, too, which is another
reason the VR industry is expected to continue its growth
trajectory. This developing technology will make its way
into your office before you know it!

‘Most used’ technology when working remotely (in top 5)

Video conferencing software

56%
55%
58%

Remote dekstop access
connections

55%
55%
53%

Cloud storage / document access

51%
49%
55%

Multi-person document editing
tools (e.g. Office 365)

50%
48%
54%

Communication apps (e.g.
WhatsApp, Slack)

48%
46%
54%
41%

Social media (e.g. Facebook)

37%
49%

Screen sharing tools and solutions
Apps for note taking and task lists
(e.g. Evernote)

40%
40%
41%

Total
Non-millenials

35%
32%
41%

Millenials
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Step four
Enable remote and flexible working
It’s clear we’re on the verge of a period of rapid evolution
in meeting room technology, as providers search for
solutions that will seamlessly connect virtual and physical
workplaces with next-generation sharing technologies.
When these products arrive, we can expect them to
increase meeting productivity, efficiency and engagement
like never before. Businesses should stay knowledgeable
about new technologies as they arise and be ready to
capitalize, or risk falling short of employee expectations
and becoming less attractive to the best talent.
Meanwhile, staying ahead of the game in this way – or
at least keeping pace with it – also applies to existing
connectivity solutions. Employers should prioritize
keeping their technology updated and optimized to
ensure that collaboration remains seamless.
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Chapter five
Ok, let’s huddle!
When people work remotely, they will if possible choose
the environment they want to work out of. And you can
be pretty sure that the places they select will not be
bland and nondescript. Our surroundings help us thrive,
and environments where work takes place and meetings
are held play an important part in supporting positive
outcomes.
With this in mind, companies are increasingly seeking to
inject creativity and inspiration into their work areas. Rather
than deciding what they think workers want – such as
with the fashion for open-plan offices – decision-makers
are recognizing that people respond best to environments
that reflect the places they would naturally spend time in.
Of course, that doesn’t mean all meeting rooms should
be like coffee shops. But it does mean that spaces where
we collaborate should be a draw, not a drag.

Spaces where we
collaborate should be
a draw, not a drag
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As well as being somewhere people want to go to,
meeting spaces also need to be easily accessible. On
average, half of the respondents in our survey said they
regularly can’t hold meetings when they want to due to
a lack of room availability, with this figure rising to 62%
in the UK and 67% in Japan. This clearly demonstrates
that the systems currently in place for booking spaces,
together with a lack of easy-to-access spaces overall,
are stifling collaboration. More seriously, it also means
that the majority of employees might be putting off
making important business decisions with others
because they can’t reserve the space to make them in.
How did we get to this?
Our research points to a clear solution – more huddle
spaces.
The respondents in our survey showed
overwhelming support for these unbookable, informal
meeting spaces, with 82% of people saying that every
office should have at least one huddle space. And the
enthusiasm is not just about accessibility (84% of huddle
space users said they were a great option for spontaneous
meetings). It’s also about the kind of meetings that huddle
spaces encourage, and the output that often results from
their use. For example, 72% of workers with huddle spaces
said they encourage productivity, while three-quarters
said they stimulate creativity.

Every office
should have
at least
one huddle
space

Huddle spaces...
Great option for spontaneous,
55%
impromptu meetings

84%

Enable collaboration between
49%
colleagues on-site and working remotely
Stimulate creativity 41%
Encourage productive meetings 37%
Better than “standard” meeting rooms 35%

79%
75%
72%
64%

Currently do not
have huddle spaces
Currently have huddle spaces
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Step five
Help enable collaboration
By providing more huddle spaces, businesses can facilitate
the kinds of inclusive, impromptu meetings that drive
innovation.
Unbookable, informal and – crucially – small, these
spaces help
working groups focus their energies,
protecting them from the distractions of noisy open-plan
floors while resisting the temptation to separate them in
traditional meeting rooms. There will of course be times
when the boardroom is the most appropriate venue, but
staff should have the flexibility to choose the right space
for the kind of meeting they want to hold.
Huddle spaces help remote workers feel included,
too. Their size and informality allows people
connecting to the huddle to more easily feel part of
the discussion. With the right technology solutions in
place to enable seamless conferencing and sharing,
there should be little to prevent remote workers
contributing as fully as if they were in the building.
Technology needs to accommodate everyone, wherever
they are.

Huddle
spaces drive
innovation
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Conclusion
Seizing the oppoertunity
Everyone will have their own opinion about what makes
the perfect meeting, but our research tells us what the
majority of today’s workforce feels is essential.
According to our respondents, businesses should prioritize
the following five actions:

Set a clear objective for
every meeting
Reduce the number and
length of meetings
Choose the right technology,
and accommodate BYOD securely

We believe that every business can achieve these steps in
the short to medium term and see real change as a result.
Above all, businesses should view the fact that so much
time is currently being lost in meetings as an opportunity.
By focussing on these five findings, they can reclaim this
time for their people. And, by giving their employees the
opportunity to be even more strategic and innovative,
they’ll automatically increase their competitive advantage.

Find out how ClickShare can support your business
on the road to the perfect meeting. Click here.

Keep an eye on advances in
meeting technology and keep
current tech optimized
Provide more accessible,
more agile meeting environments,
such as huddle spaces.

